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SUMMARY CHRONOLOGY - PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE CONSORTIUM

1. January 5, 1973: NASA announces that ATS-G is cancelled.

2. January 6, 1973: OTP letter to NASA approving the decision.

3. January 9, 1973: NASC memo to OTP expressing concern that

NASA may have gone too far.

4. January 31, 1973: OTP letter to NASA requesting clarification

of NASA's intentions about their future role in satellite

communications.

5. February 13/ 1973: NASA reply to above OTP letter providing

4111 requested clarification.

6. June 1973: Testimonl, of P. Tenney Johnson (Gen. Counsel -

NASA) reiterating NASA decision to phase down its communication

satellite activities.

7. September 4, 1973: OTP letter to NASA suggesting an approach

to help somooth out the potential problems of the phase down.

8. September 27, 1973: NASA reply concuring in the OTP proposed

approach.

9. November 14, 1973: OTP letter to NASA forwarding a draft

memorandum to all agencies implementing the phase down approach

discussed above.
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10. January 3, 1974: OTP memo to all departments and agencies

entitled "NASA Communications Satellite Technical Support".

11. January 25, 1974: EIA letter to OTP forwarding a position

paper of that organization opposing the phase down.

12. May 29, 1974: Senate Bill introduced sponsored by Moss/

Goldwater to fund ATS-F'. Hearings held on July 23, 1974.

Administration in form of HEW and NASA opposed the bill.

13. August 6, 1974: OTP letter to NASA infroming them of our

deep interest in having NASA and HEW work with OTP in pursu-

ing the commercial alternative.

14. August 22, 1974: NASA letter to OTP indicating NASA interest

in promoting such .a commercial alternative.

15. August 28, 1974: NASA briefing to industry aimed at generat-

ing commercial interest in providing a commercial follow-on.

16. September 27, 1974: OTP letter to Domestic Council clarify-

ing OTP's position regarding ATS-F'.

17. September 30, 1974: Western Union letter HEW expressing strong

interest in providing a commercial satellite for about half the

cost of ATS-F'.
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18. October 2, 1974: OTP letter to NASA opposing a pending deal

between that agency and DOD for launching ATS-F'.

19. October 8, 1974: Hughes Aircraft letter to NASA offering to sell

the Government a commercial satellite.

20. October 11, 1974: Letter to President Ford from thirteen

Senators expressing over the opposition of the Administration

to the President requesting a pezsonal review of this matter

by the President.

21. October 16, 1974: Mr. Staggers introduced HR 17406 into the

House (forwarded by HEW on October 11).

22. October 30, 1974: NASA letter to OTP informing of the decision

to mothball ATS-F'.

23. November 19, 1974: OMB letter to fourteen Senators explaining

the reasons for opposing ATS-F' and expressing support for the

concept of a user consortium.

24. January 10, 1975: OTP letter to selected agencies inviting

them to a meeting on January 20 to discuss the possibility and

desirability of forming an interagency committee to study the

Federal role in and use of high powered satellite service. At

this meeting there was general agreement that such a committee

was needed, that it should be chaired by OTP and that a special

charter should be drawn up by OTP.
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25. January 31, 1975: OTP memorandum to selected agencies for-

warding to them a questionaire gathering information about

their specific needs for such service and about their R&D

resources which might be appropriated applied to this effort.

26. February 20, 1975: Speech by John Eger to PSSC expressing

OTP support of the user consortium concept.

MILESTONES CONCERNING THE PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE CONSORTIUM

A. November 4-5, 1974: Meeting in Palo Alto, California to dis-

cuss the needs of higher education for the high powered satellite

service.

B. November 7, 1974: Meeting in Denver, Colorado to discuss the

needs of all potential users of this type of service and to decide

how the final organization should be formed.

C. December 18-20, 1974: Meeting in Denver where first steps toward

the final organization were taken. Here the name was chosen

and the Steering committee was selected.

D. January 21, 1975: Meeting of the Steering committee in Washington,

D.C. to discuss plans for the organizational meeting to take

place in February in San Diego.

E. February 19-21, 1975: Organizational meeting in San Diego.

By-laws approved and interim Directors chosen. Pledges taken

from potential members.
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RELEASE NO:

NASA PROGRAM REDUCTIONS 

NAT!ONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADME!N1STRAIION
Washington, D. C. 20546

FC 2 RELEASE:
4:00 P.M. EST
JAN. 5, 1973

NASA is starting today to make a number of program

reductions to adjust its activities in space and aeronautics

to a lower spending level. These reductions are necessary as

part of all the actions required to reduce total Government

spending to the $250 billion target set by the President for

fiscal year 1973.

Every effort has been made to continue the essential

elements for a balanced and productive space and aeronautics

program within tight fiscal constraints. This includes retention

of the Skylab experimental space station, the Space Shuttle,

the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, Viking, the Mariner Jupiter-

Saturn mission, and many applications and aeronautics projects.

NASA will proceed with development of a new front fan for

reducing the engine noise generated by jet aircraft.

-more-

January 4, 1973
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The actions announced today are being taken in the context

of NASA's planning for FY 1974. Details of the revised programs

and spending plans for FY 1973 and FY 1974 will be submitted to

the Congress later this month. Today's actions are taken in

advance of that time in order to save the maximum amount of

money in this fiscal year.

The following is a list of major actions being taken by

NASA:

o In Manned Space Flight, the manpower buildup on the

Space Shuttle will be slowed down, with some resulting

delay in the Shuttle's first orbital flight.

o In Space Science, work on the High Energy Astronomy

Observatory (HEAO) project is being suspended for the

time being.

o In Space Applications, NASA will phase out of its work

on communications satellites.

o In Research and Technology, work on nuclear propulsion

will be discontinued and work on nuclear power will be

sharply curtailed. The Plum Brook station will be

closed.

o In Aeronautics, an experimental Quiet Propulsive Lift

Short Takeoff and Landing (QUESTOL) research aircraft

-more-
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will be cancelled. However, quiet propulsive lift

technology will continue to be developed.

Here are some of the reasons for making these specific

reductions:

o The Space Shuttle is the key to the U.S. future in

space, and its development will proceed. However, at

the overall slowed pace of the U.S. space program,

Shuttle development will also be slowed somewhat so

that it will not require an inordinate share of the

available resources.

o HEAO is designed to explore the unknown through the

eyes of high-energy astrophysics. Although much is to

be learned in this field, it is not essential to move

out at any specific pace. Since HEAO is just now

getting under way, it is possible to suspend work on

this project without a great deal of wasted costs.

During the period of suspension (expected to last at

least one year), NASA will study ways to meet some of

HEAO's objectives at lower costs. In the meantime,

some work in high-energy astrophysics will continue

with spacecraft such as the Small Astronomy Satellites.

-more-
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o NASA has been the catalyst in bringing into being a

commercially viable communications satellite business.

The technology of communications satellites is being

developed further with the flight testing of ATS-F

(Applications Technology Satellite) now scheduled for

1974. Further advances in satellite communications

research and development can be accomplished by

industry on a commercial basis without Government

support. NASA will, therefore, phase out of its in-house

and contracted communications satellite work, and will

cancel ATS-G which is just now getting under way as a

follow-on to the ATS-F project.

o NASA's research and technology program provides the

building blocks for future space flight projects. Here

new instruments are invented, new propulsion systems

are developed, and satellite technology is advanced.

The rate of development of technology for advanced

space missions, however, can be slowed, consistent with

the likely timing for such missions. In making these

reductions, NASA is seeking to retain projects which

are expected to pay off in the near term future and to

make the reductions in those with much longer term

-more-
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expectations. In particular, work on nuclear

propulsion and large scale nuclear power sources is

being terminated because all prospective applications

are in the very distant future. And since NASA's

Plum Brook station near Sandusky, Ohio, is the principal

NASA installation devoted to the testing of nuclear

power sources and related work, it will be closed.

In aeronautics, it is NASA's role to do the basic

research and technology required to maintain U.S.

superiority in civil aviation, and to support military

aviation developments. Much of this work is done on

the ground--in wind tunnels, on computers, etc.--but

some is done in flight with experimental aircraft. One

of these experimental aircraft projects--the QUESTOL,

for experimenting with quiet propulsive lift technology

for short haul aircraft for civilian use--is being

cancelled because of its lower priority relative to

other NASA aeronautical activities. Since this project

is only just getting under way, there will be little

wasted effort. Because of uncertainties in the timing

of the need for commercial STOL aircraft in the 1980's,

the QUESTOL project can be deferred at the present time.

-more-
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Nevertheless, in order to keep the country's options

for the 1980's open, NASA will continue work on a

quiet propulsive lift engine and on research and

technology applicable to STOL aircraft. NASA will

also follow closely the progress of the Air Force's

Advanced Medium STOL Transport program and will take

advantage of information from that program.

These are the principal areas immediately affected by NASA's

program reductions. Others will be affected to a lesser extent.

In most cases, the necessary cut-back actions will be taken at

once in order to gain the maximum possible savings.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 3, 1974

DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

SUBJECT: NASA Communications Satellite Technical Support

As part of a Government-wide effort to reduce Federal spend
ing,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has dec
ided

to curtail its overall communications applications program.

This decision has resulted in the phasing out of much of NASA's

communications satellite work, particularly with respect to

early commercial applications. A small group of communications

satellite experts will be retained within NASA, to support

primarily in-house requirements and to provide interagency

advisory services authorized by statute.

A limited technical support capability will also be available

to other agencies on a reimbursable basis. Included would be

that research, development, and technical assistance provided

by NASA to other agencies, where NASA has been selected because

of a unique technical competence which NASA has developed in

meeting its own needs and mission objectives.

In addition to providing services to agencies on a reimbursable

basis, NASA will continue to support selected efforts in

satellite communications which are aimed at satisfying broad

national needs rather than those associated with specific agency

programs. Such needs will be defined by OTP in consultation

with other concerned or affected agencies. Specific requirements

may be assigned to lead agencies for further definition and

follow-on actions.

At the present time, NASA is assembling a work program for

communications satellite applications, other than applications

of early commercial interest. Any foreseen needs for NASA

technical support in this area which are aimed at specific

agency programs should be forwarded to NASA as soon as possible

in order to be considered for inclusion in this program.

;›

/1,"

Clay T. Whitehead
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IN THE SENATE OF THE 'UNITED STATES

MAY 29, 197.I.

Mr.. Moss (for himself and Mr. (or.ow.vrrn) introduced the following . bill;
which NV:1S read t‘vice and referred to the (7onunittee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences

To authorize appropriations to the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration for research and development relating

to the seventh applications technology satellite, and for

other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ayes of the United States of America. in Congress assembled,

3 11 there is hereby authorized to be appropriated tot. tl

4 the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for

5 research and development for a seventh applications tech-

6 nology satellite, 841,700,000.

7 SEc. 2. Whk.'n so specified in an appropria tion. Act, any

8 animilit appropriated pur,unnt to this allt1loriZati()11 11111' re-

9 main av1ila1de without fi,cal year limitations.

I 1



DEPAR itvIENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

STATEMENT BY

MR. WILLIAM MORRILL

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES

UNITED STATES SENATE

Tuasday, July V, 1974

Mr. Morrill is accompanied by:

Mr. Charles M. Cooke, Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation
(Education), DHEW

Dr. Albert L. Horley, Director, Office of Telecommunications Policy,
OH EW
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear today in response to your request for testimony

from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare on S. 3542, a bill

which would authorize $41.7 million to NASA for the launching of an ATS-7

communication satellite.

As I am sure the Committee is aware, the Department has been

participating with NASA, the Veterans Administration, and the Corporation

for Public Broadcasting in supporting a set of six Health and Education

Telecommunications (HET) experiments using the recently launched ATS-6

satellite. Various local and regional agencies have done much of the

actual planning and implementation of the program which now involves

20 different states and about 120 sites. The serviCes being schools,

professional medical education, telemedicine involving two-way video

health aidelphysicial consultation, in-service teacher training, and

interhospital video consultation. Most of the people and areas served

are remote and isolated and, thus, difficult and expensive to reach with

quality traditional services.

The concepts and objectives which undergird our participation in

the HET experiments on ATS-6 will, I belie, be useful in explaining

our view of the new legislation which the Committee is considering.

First, our review of the application of satellite technology to human

service programs of concern to the Department led us to the conclusion

that there were potentially sound applications, though the scope and

exact nature of valid uses has not been definitively established. It

is also our conviction that if the applications of satellite technology
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are really valid, the users or potential users will recognize their value

and incorporate them in the programs or services they offer.

The problems of introducing a new technology are many. Even though

paper studies may indicate beneFicial applications, an actual demonstra-

tion is often needed to persuade or show potential users that the

technology can produce effective results, lower costs or both. Indeed,

the demonstration may, itself, provide the basis for discovering or

extending possible applications. Further, the demonstration may be needed

to overcome natural resistance to change and new methods. The application

of communication satellites to the human services field presents yet
•

another problem in that no one user is big enough to underwrite the whole

costs of the service. The creation of mechanisms for aggregation of

enough users to make the application possible is a new venture for both

those who provide human services and those who might offer satellite

communication services.

Our objectives in the HET experirents on ATS-6, therefore, are to

demonstrate and explore valid applications of satellite technology in

the human service field to develop the supporting institutional arrange-

ments and also to explore mechanism for market aggregation. While these

experiments are just now getting underway, we believe that the HET

experiments can be expected to attain our objectives to a reasonable

degree.

Our hopes and expectations beyond the HET experiments on ATS-6 have

:;een that one of the non-governmental domestic satellite offerings would
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include capacity and plans to provide service to human services

activities of concern to the Department in frequency ranges and at power

levels which would permit the use of low cost ground equipment. We remain

optimistic that such an approach will materialize in the future, just as

we remain convinced that it is substantially better for the Department and

other human service activities to use their resources to buy service rather

than invest in satellite hardware and launching. But it is now clear that

such a capability will not be available soon enough for the HET experi-

menters to be able to obtain continued service shouA they so desire after

ATS-6 is moved over India.

The foregoing background is important to our rection to the proposed

legislation to au,horize the launching of ATS-7. While it would be

desirable to provide continued service to the current NET users if the

applications which they are undertaking prove to be as valid as we hope,

we do not favor the approach embodied in S. 3542 for the following reasons:

-- First, the ATS-7 as currently designed provides too limited a

capacity, and too restricted a geographic coverage to permit

expansion of the current set of experiments. Other technical

changes would be needed in any event as the current ATS-6

satellite operates outside of the frequency bands internationally

authorized for satellite communications by virtue of a special

non renewable waiver from the Intra Governmental Radio Advisory

Committee.
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Second, the ATS-7 represents an exceedingly expensive way to

maintain capacity for current experimenters. If the satellite

were in existence at no cost to the Department, we would, no

doubt, continue to participate in its use at near current levels.

If, however, we were called upon to contribute to the capital

cost based on our share of the use -- estimated at somewhat more

than $10 million of the $41.7 million total, we would not con-

sider the benefits large enough to warrant continued participation.

From a cost standpoint, there are other less costly alternatives,

though we are not now recommending them. For example, it would

probably cost only about $1.2 million to reconfigure our ground

terminals to use the Canadian Technology Satellite for HET

experimenters, though it has disadvantages on other grounds.

Third, we are concerned that the plan to complete and launch

ATS-7 would serve as a disincentive to the participation of

private communication carriers which we believe desirable in the

longer run. The Department would much prefer human services

user groups -- in cooperation with the Department -- to enter

into agreements with such carriers to procure desired services

rather than to fund directly another ATS satellite.

In conclusion, when all factors are considered, we believe it to be

unwise to expend $41.7 million to complete and launch ATS-7. We there-

fore recommend against the passage of S. 3542.

I thank you for the opportunity to present the Department's views on

S. .)542 and I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions.
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HOLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL

PRESENTED BY WITNESS

Statement of

Dr. James C. Fletcher
Administrator

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

before the

Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences
United States Senate

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to present NASA's

views on S. 3542 -- a bill to authorize funds for NASA research

and development for a seventh Applications Technology Satellite

(ATS-F Prime).

Accompanying me today is Charles W. Mathews, Associate

Administrator for Applications.

NASA takes great pride in the progress and success to

date of the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) program --

our second and third generation experimental communications

satellites.

From the beginning, this program has embodied our efforts

to demonstrate useful applications of space technology for
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payloads in synchronous orbit and to provide basic design

information for operational satellites, for communications

and other applications.

As you know, on May 30 of this year the sixth satellite

in the ATS program, called ATS-F before launch and now called

ATS-6 -- the most complex, versatile and powerful communica-

tions sp-cecraft developed to date -- was launched into near-

perfect orbit.

The primary ATS-6 mission objectives were:

To obtain geostationary orbit;

- To erect a 30-foot antenna structure capable of

providing a quality signal to small, inexpensive

ground receivers;

- To measure and evaluate the performance of the

antennas;

- To stabilize the spacecraft using a three-axis

control system; and,

- Finally, with the above accomplished, to support

and demonstrate broad-scoped, user-oriented

experiments.
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Now that ATS-6 is in orbit and working well, the overall

experimental objectives are to demonstrate the viability of a

direct broadcast link to widely-placed, small and inexpensive

ground receiving units; aeronautical and maritime applications

of space communications including position-location and traffic

control; tracking and relay of data from lower earth orbiting

spacecraft; and, weather observations. We also hope to acquire

data for future space communications systems and to acquire

new data on spacecraft control and in space science. The

sixth ATS satellite will extend the scope and quality of over

20 experiments conducted by its predecessors, ATS-1 through 5.

As the Committee knows, current plans for use of ATS-6

call for it to be based over the United States for approximately

one year from launch -- until late spring of 1975. At that

time, as reflected in NASA's agreements with all of the user

experimenters and in accordance with the agreement between the

United States and India, the ATS-6 will be moved eastward to a

location over Central Africa where it will be "visible" to the

Indian subcontinent enabling the Indian Satellite Instructional

Television Experiment (SITE) to begin. This location will also

allow an increase of approximately 30% in in-flight communication

and tracking during the 1975 Apollo-Soyuz mission.
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Our current experiment plans are to operate all experiments,

except the Indian SITE, while the ATS-6 is in view of the United

States. With two exceptions, the user experimenters indicate

that a year's duration will be sufficient to complete the

experiments. However, in the case of two major user experiments,

the Health/Education Telecommunications (HET) experiment and

Maritime/Aeronautical Experiment (PLACE), the user experimenters

have expressed concerns that the ATS-6 time period of one

year is too short to allow definition of detailed requirements

and procedures for future operational systems. They have also

1110 
expressed concern over the loss of continuity in their

experimental operations.

As things now stand, there are two ways in which the user

experimenters' time and continuity problems may be alleviated.

First, there is the planned return to the Western

hemisphere of ATS-6 in the summer of 1976 -- after completion

of the Indian experiment. This, of course, depends on the

continuing performance of the satellite. The spacecraft is

now in A-one condition. The launch of this satellite was

"near perfect"; this allowed us to save propulsion system fuel

so that the amount of fuel now on board is more than ample to

•
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return the spacecraft to its original position after SITE with

a reasonable life expectancy of three additional years.

Furthermore, the data received have validated all experiment

operations and the quality of the TV transmission has been

excellent. As of today, therefore, it is reasonable to expect

that both the spacecraft and the payloads will continue to be

in first class working order after SITE is completed.

A second possibility is use of the Communications

Technology Satellite (CTS). This satellite is a cooperative

effort of the United States and Canada, and is scheduled for

launch in mid-December 1975. In accordance with this launch

schedule, the CTS user experimenters will start their

programming in the first part of 1976. All six components of

the HET experiment have indicated their intent to participate

in CTS experiments. This should help provide some additional

experiment time and continuity in their activities.

Commercial alternatives should also be considered.

Domestic communication satellites could be used to provide

ATS-1 through 5 type services, namely audio point-to-point or

voice broadcast telecommunication to small terminals. The

technology is also currently available which would permit
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commercial development of television broadcasting to low-cost,

small ground terminals, as demonstrated by ATS-6. Of course,

we do not know at this time if the commercial market exists

to support these applications. The experiments on ATS-6 are

intended to demonstrate the technical feasibility of these

capabilities and to help determine their market potential.

With this background, let me turn to the legislation

being considered today. S. 3542 would authorize $41.7 million

in NASA research and development funds for the purpose of

preparing, launching and operating a seventh ATS spacecraft --

ATS-F Prime. As in most cases, the money question cuts right

to the bottom line of our comments here this morning.

Our current best estimate, considering the recent Air

Force estimate of a $4 million inflationary increase in the

cost of the Titan III C launch vehicle, points to an overall

cost of $45.7 million. This estimate presupposes that ATS-F

Prime would be given the green light by September of this

year. This is a key date because NASA will stop work on the

F Prime spacecraft and disband the NASA/industry ATS team at

that time. The funds available to NASA do not permit us to

continue these teams beyond that time; our decision to
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continue work until September was a hedge against the

possibility of an early failure of ATS-6. After September, a

decision to continue would, of course, result in additional

restart costs that are not included in the $45.7 million

estimate.

I have no doubt that an extension of the initial

experimentation time with an ATS-6 type satellite would be

of value to the user experimenters. Additional operating

time would provide more valid results. Additional experimenta-

tion would also, of course, provide a stronger basis for

4110 defining operational service needs and for fuller development of
practical operational procedures for using future systems. Finally,

it could avoid or postpone the impact on the actual users of a

hiatus in operations. I can appreciate that in the eyes of

the user community an early, successful launch of ATS-F Prime

would provide a way to help them solve these and other

problems they face when the initial period of Western hemisphere

experimentation with ATS-6 ends.

On the other hand, as a research and development agency,

NASA must also recognize that experimentation time on ATS-6 is

•
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being made available in accordance with the user agency

agreements essentially as planned, and that the experimentation

that will be possible will advance each user well into readiness

for an operational mode. For these reasons, even apart from

budgetary constraints, it is NASA's view that the ATS-F Prime

satellite should more properly be considered as a potential

operational, or at least quasi-operational, vehicle as

opposed to an experimental satellite like ATS-6.

We believe, therefore, that the user community should

consider bearing the incremental cost of ATS-F Prime. To

0 this end we have written to all the principal prospective

domestic and international users to advise them of the status

of the ATS-F Prime spacecraft and to ascertain their interest

in user cost sharing. We have, of course, made it clear that

the time for this decision is short and have asked for their

responses by the end of August. It is possible that the

current enthusiasm in the user community will translate itself

into user commitments to fund ATS-F Prime.

In summary, NASA believes that the concept embodied in

the design of the ATS-6 satellite system will prove to be

another valuable use of communications from satellites in
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space. We also believe that the launch of the seventh ATS --

ATS-F Prime -- could be a useful next step in applying this

concept. However, if such a step is to be taken, we believe

that the costs should be shared among the users. For this

reason, NASA does not recommend enactment of S. 3542.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICA

TIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PR
ESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

OCT 02 1974 DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Honorable James C. Fl
etcher

Administrator

National Aeronautics a
nd Space

Administration

Washington, D.C. 20546

Dear Jim:

In light of the succ
ess of the ATS-6 it 

is only natural that

those who realize the 
potential for such app

lications should

feel a need to contin
ue —le program. It is quite understand

able

that their concern w
ould center on the bac

kup spacecraft as

the means for achievi
ng this continuity. 

Since it is already

partially assembled, 
it is viewed by many a

s the most viable

alternative.

Ironically the very 
success of the ATS pro

gram brings with it

III
an increased respon

sibility to insure that 
those who have come

to depend uoon it are
 not let down when t

he "experiment" is

over. I am particularly
 concerned about those

 who will come

to rely on the ATS s
atellite(s) for the pr

ovision of critical

medical services. In this r-gard I full
y agree with your

view that any follow
-on to ATS-6 should be

 considered as

operational rather 
than purely experimental

.

•

I believe that NASA a
nd OTP, together with

 HEW, are of one

mind in the belief tha
t the ultimate soluti

on to the problem

of how to deal with ri
sing expectations is to

 involve the

private sector in the 
provision of these serv

ices. The immediate

problem would theref
ore appear to be to 

develop ways of induc
ing

the private sector to 
become involved in a s

ubstantive way.

After much informal 
discussion between my

 staff and both the

potential users and 
industry, I am in agre

ement with HEW that

the launch of the back
up satellite to cont

inue the ATS-6

experiments would 
actually create a di

sincentive for industr
y

in providing a long te
rm solution to the 

users mentioned above.

The pending arrangemen
t under which the D

epartment of Defense

would supply a launch 
vehicle without char

ge to this program

is therefore of utmos
t concern to me. It would, as I under-

stand it, result in t
he launch of this b

ackup spacecraft on

a schedule which wou
ld make it next to i

mpossible to realis-

tically consider other
 alternatives in whi

ch the private

sector may play a g
reater role. It would also place in
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•

2

orbit, for quasi-oper
ational use, a satellite

 which both the

Corporation for Public
 Broadcasting and HEW h

ave testified

is seriously inade
quate to meet user needs

.

I am also concerned t
hat this spacecraft mi

ght result in

having more high-pow
ered satellites in orbi

t than are needed.

Two other satellites
, ATS-6 (after its retu

rn from India) and

the CTS, are also sc
heduled to be in orbit 

during much of the

same period being di
scussed for the ATS-7.

In view of these consi
derations, I would gre

atly appreciate it

if you would defer a
ction on the launch of

 the ATS-6 backup

spacecraft until the 
government can examine 

more thoroughly

the other courses of
 ar`ion which are avai

lable for the provision

of such services.

Yours Truly,

Jo 11,11. Eger

Act g Director
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October 11, 1974*

Honorable Gerald R. 
Ford

President

The White House

1600 Pennsylvania 
Avenue

Washington, D. C. 
20500

Dear Mr. President:

LAO- AND Li1LI VI;-.3-4 APE

SENATE szLEcr c0:A:owl
-51.e

ON Shlkl-L UU1INr-SS

SF*ECIAL COMMITT=. ON
 AGING

Today, in twenty St
ates and scores of commun

i-

ties from Appalachia
 to Alaska meaningf

ul educational

and health care be
nefits are being made

 available to

large numbers of ou
r citizens as a resu

lt of the Nation's

substantial investm
ent in space programs

.

However, in the next
 few days action may be

taken which will 
seriously limit or eve

n lead to abandon-

I ment of this very p
romising endeavor.

The spacecraft p
roviding this servi

ce is the

first of a new gen
eration of advanced co

mmunication satel-

lites, ATS-6, laun
ched May 30 by the Na

tional Aeronautics

and apace Administr
ation. Its purpose was to condu

ct a

series of practical 
experiments and it h

as performed flaw-

lessly.

One of the most i
mportant of these experi

ments

involves the beamin
g of educational he

alth care and medical

consultation tele
vision programming d

irect to unique, low-

cost receiving sta
tions. The receivers are loca

ted in

school houses, Ve
terans Hospitals, c

ommunity buildings and

health care facili
ties in isolated re

gions where terrestrial

television covera
ge is not feasible.

 The Department of

Health, Education,
 and Welfare, the Ve

terans Administration,

the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting 

and a number of

national organi
zations are coopera

ting with EASA in this

experiment.
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Previously NASA had planned to have a second
ATS satellite to continue a two year period of evalua-
tion and experimentation by the States participating in
this educational health care effort. This was neCessary
because the United States has committed ATS-6 to move to
India to pioneer educational television services in that
nation in 1975. Now, unfortunately, the second satellite,
ATS-F Prime, may be mothballed. This does not seem to be
in the best interest of the nation.

The problem appears to be strictly a cross-
departmental one. ATS-F Prime, if launched, will supply
urgently needed services to hundreds 'of thousands of de-
serving American Citizens. To complete and launch ATS-F

1Prime requires total expenditures of only fifteen million
'dollars plus a Titan III-C launch vehicle, which has al-
ready been procured and is contained in the Department of
Defense inventory. After including the cost of the booster,
total costs would be forty-five million dollars, amortized
over five fiscal years.

After such a promising start we should not inter-
rupt a service which will provide health and educational
benefits to students, school teachers, and-the sick. We
the undersigned wish to bring the humane aspects or this
matter to your personal attention.

J. Glenn Beall

'Y221'./
..•

di-); 
//)

././/

•••••••

Lee Metcalf

James L. Buckldy
if; Ii;

,

Charles McC. Mathias

/ Frank C

Bill Brock

/.1I; /
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ItOlia.RY F. ALLNUTT. STAP'T DIRECTOR COMMITTEE ON

AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

October 11, 1974

The President
The White House

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. President:

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration launched the

Advanced Technology Satellite-6 (ATS) on May 30, 1974. This satellite

embodies many of the most advanced concepts of communications experiments

in the world today. Of particular significance is the Health, Education and

Telecommunications (HET) experiment, a cooperative effort between the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, NASA, and the Federation

of Rocky Mountain States, to transmit health and education programs to remote

sites.

The HET experiment allows television transmission of academic,

vocational and community education programs to small, low-cost receiving

sites throughout the entire Rocky Mountain West and Alaska. It also allows

for the first time long-distance, two-way educational television thereby per-

mitting the students to ask questions of the instructors who are in the Network

Control Center in Denver. Included in this experiment are vario
us health

communication programs which allow professors and do
ctors at recognized

medical institutions to communicate with and train paramed
ics and medical

students in isolated regions of Appalachia and Alaska.

The HET experiment on board ATS-6 will be availabl
e for continued

USC by 23 states through the 1974-75 school year. By pre
vious international

agreement the satellite is then to be repositioned for use b
y India. This will

mean the loss of a unique experiment, unless the ATS-6
 backup satellite,

ATS-F Prime, is launched. The ATS-F Prime satel
lite is almost complete

II
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and now sits at Fairchild Industries in Maryland, awaiting use. However;
NASA is presently without sufficient funds to launch ATS-F' and thus allow

continuity of the HET experiment. Many of the users of the program have
expressed concern about the loss of the HET experiment, which is proving

itself to be highly beneficial.

Negotiations have been ir__Lprog-ress between NASA and the Department

of the Air Force to obtain a Tjtafi4IIC launch vehicle. The Air Force is

apparently quite interested in placing aboard ATS-F several communications

experiments. However, those negotiations, which have been going on since

late July, culminated in a letter which I received today from the Department

of the Air Force stating that the Air Force cannot sacrifice other high priority

programs which would require use of a Titan ILI-C launch vehicle and, there.

fore, cannot provide that launch vehicle for launching ATS-F Prime unless

NASA will reimburse the Department of Defense the $25 million required to

replace it. This is not possible.

I am concerned that the HET experiment should be aborted in its infancy

when it is providing health and educational benefits which, until now, have not

been available. I am bringing this matter to your attention to urge your per-

sonal review of this loss.

Sincerely,

Frank E. Moss

Chairman

a





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

Octoberi ll, 1974

Honorable Carl Albert

Speaker of the House of

Representatives

Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

Enclosed for the consider-ation of the Congress is a draft

bill "To extend the Educational Broadcasting Facilities
Program and to provide authority for the support of demonstrations

in telecommunications technologies for' the distribution of

health, education, and social service information, and for

other purposes."

This bill has two basic purposes. First, the Department's

direct support for over-the-air educational radio and

television broadcasting facilities would be extended for a

five-year period. Television broadcast, coverage of these

stations now extends to almost 78 percent of the population,

while radio coverage is approximately 65 percent; extension

ofthe facilities program for this additiotal period would

permit the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

essentially to satisfy t.le original goals of the program

while phasing down its direct support for construction of

broadcasting facilities. Moreover, because the number of

public television stations in the country represents a

nearly complete and mature system, and because increased

broadcast coverage is achievable only at unacceptably high

per-viewer costs as the 100 percent coverage level is approached,
the funding criteria for the broadcasting facilities program

would be amended to emphasize (1) the strengthening of the

capability of existing facilities, (2) adapting existing

facilities to additional educational uses, and (3) extending

educational broadcasting services, with due consideration to

equitable coverage of all areas of the country.

Secondly, the legislation would prOvide authority for a

telecommunications program designed to demonstrate ways to

meet the common needs of the health and education community.
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Honorable Carl Albert 2

This legislation would provide a single broad authority

in the Office of the Secretary to create the multi-user
telecommunications servi_c_pq. and facilities which will
make it possible for health, education, and social service
providers jointly to develop more efficient and economical
means of meeting the nation's needs.

In order to accomplish this objective, the legislation
would authorize the Secretary to carry out a program for
the support—through grants or contracts—of demonstrations
in the use and application of nonbroadcast telecommunications
facilities and equipment (such as cables and satelli..tes).
Moreover, the legislation would provide the authority to
assist in the initial application of communications
facilities that are uniquely suited to the needs of the
health and education community, including the purchase
by grantees or contractors of necessary telecommunications
services from commercial carriers.

*

Present cost projections for the bill total approximately
$35 million over five years.

•.

I am also enclosing for your convenience a brief summary
and analysis of the proposed legislation.

I urge prompt and favorable consideration of this proposal.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that enactment
of this proposed legislation would be in accord with the
program of the President.

Sincerely,

/s/ Frank C. Carlucci
Acting

Secretary

Enclosures
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A BILL
To extend the educational broadcasting Neill-

tiei program and to provide authority for
the support. of demonstrations in telecom-
munications technologies for the distribu-
tion of health, education. and social service
information, and for other purposes.

By I r. STAtatruts and Mr. ThiviNE

OE:WIWI' 14,197.1

Referred to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce

I.
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IN THE HOUSE OF RE
PRESENTATIVES -

OCTOBER 16,1974

Mr. STAGGERS (for himself 
and Mr. DENTN-E) introduced 

the following bill;

,which was referred to the C
onunit tee on Interstate and For

eign Commerce

„

To extend the educational broadc
asting facilities program and t

o

,provide authority for t
he support of demonstrations i

n tele-

communications technologie
s for the distribution of health

,

education, and social service information, a
nd for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the 
Senate and House of Represen

ta-

2 tires of the United Sta
tes of America in Congre. ss assembled,

3 That this Act may 
be cited as the "Telecommuni

cations Facil-

4 ities and Demonstrati
on Act of 1974".

5 
P-URPOSE

6 SEC. 2.- (a) Part IV 
of title III of the Corninnuie

ation

7 Act of 1934 is a
mended by striking out the 

headilvr of sue),

8 part and inserting in
 lieu thereof rot; NONCOM-



2

kERCIAL EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING FACILITIES; TELE-

2 COMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATIONS; CORPORATION FOR

3 PUBLIC BROADCASTING".

4 (b) Subpart A of such part is amended by striking out

5 the heading of such subpart and inserting in lieu thereof

6 "Assistance for Telecommunications Facilities and Demon-

7 strations".

8 (c). Section 390 of such Act is amended to read as

9 follows:

10 "DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

11 "Sc. 390. The purposes of this subpart are to assist

12 (through matching grants) in the construction of noncom-

_13 mercial educational television or radio broadcasting facilities

-14" and to demonstrate (through grants or contracts) the use

15 of telecommunications technologies for the distribution and

16 dissemination of health, education, and other social service

17 information."., .

18 APPROPRIATIONS

19 'SEC. 3. Section 391 of such Act is amended to read as

20 follows:

21 "AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS

22 "SEC. 391, (a) There are authorized to be appropri-

23 ated for carrying out the purposes of this subpart such sums

. 24 as may be necessary for the fiscal year ending June 30,

25 1975, and for the five succeeding fiscal years.
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1 " (b) Sums appropriated pursuant to this section shall

2 remain available for payment of grants or contracts for

3 projects for which applications, approved under sections 392

4 and 392A, have been submitted prior to October 1, 1981,

for construction of noncommercial educational television or

_6 radio broadcasting facilities or for telecommunications

7 demonstrations.". •.•

8 CRITERIA FOR BROADCAST FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION

9 SEC. 4. (a) Section 392 (a) (1) of such Act is amended

10 by striking out clause (C) and inserting in lieu thereof "(C)

11 a public or private nonprofit college or university,".

12 (14 Section 392 (d) of such Act is amended to read

13 as follows:

14 "(d) The Secretary shall base his determinations of

15 whether to approve applications for grants under this section

16 and the amount of such grants on criteria set forth in regula-

r tions and designed to achieve (1) a strengthening of the

is capability of existing noncommercial educational broadcast

19 stations to provide local services; (2) the adaptation of

20 existing noncommercial educational broadcast facilities to

21 broaden educational uses; and (3) extension of nonconnner-

22 cial educational broadcast services, with due consideration

23 to equitable geographic coverage throughout the United

24 States.".
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1 TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATIONS

2 SEC. 5. The Communications Act of 1934 is amended

3 by adding after section 392 the following new section:

4 • • "TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATIONS

5 'SEc. 392A. (a) It is the purpose of this section to

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

92

23

24

promote the development -ecomnumica-

tions facilities and services for the transmission, distribution,

and delivery of health, e_sigen_tikm, an vice informa-

tion. The Secretary is authorized, upon receipt of an appli-

cation in such form and containing such information as he

may by regulation require, to make grants to, and enter into

contracts witl:›public and privatAZIMEM.encies, organi-

zations, and institutions for the purpoe of carrying out tele-

communications demonstrations.

" (b) The Secretary may approve an application sub-

mitted under subsection (a) if he determines:

" (1) that the project for which application is made

-will demonstrate innovative methods or techniques of

utilizing nonbroadcast teleconnnunications equipment or

facilities to satisfy the purpose of this section;

"(2) that demonstrations and related activities as-

sisted under this section will remain under the adminis-

tration and control of the applicant;

" (3) that the applicant has the managerial and
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1 • technical capability to carry out the project for which

the application is made; and

3 " (4) that the facil. i id F_Ittgent acquired or

4 -developed pursuant to the application will be use

5 for the transmission, distribution, and delivery of health,
6 n; ;education, or social service information.

• (c) Upon approving any application under this section
8 with respect to any project, the Secretary shall make a
9 arant to or enter into a contract with the applicant in an6

10 amount determined by the Secretary not to exceed the

n reasonable and necessary cost of such project. The Secre-

12 shall pay such amount from the sum available 'therefor,

13 in advance or by way of reimbursement, and in such install-
14 ments consistent with established practice, as he may
15 determine.

16 " (d) Funds made available pursuant to this section

17 shall not be available for the construction, remodeling, or
18 repair of structures to house the facilities or equipment

19 acquired or developed with such fund,, except that such
20 funds may be used for minor remodeling which is necessary
21 for and incident to the installation of such facilities or
22 equipment.

23 " (e) For purposes of this, section, the term `non-

24 broadcast telecommunications facilities *ncludcs, but is not
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1 limited to, cable television systems, communications satellite
2 systems and related terminal equipment, and other methods
3 of transmitting emitting, or receiving images and sounds or
4 intelligence by means of wire, radio, optical, electromagnetic,

r other means

6 -" (0 The funding of any demonstration pursuant to this
7 section shall continue —or not more than three years from
8 .fle date of the original grant or contract.

9 "(g) The Secretary shall require that the recipient of
10 a grant or contract under this section submit a samman-
11 and evaluation of the results of the demonstration at least
12 annually for each year in which funds are received pursuant
13 to this section.".
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

ai.Cm
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Mr. John M. Eger
Acting Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, DC 20504

Dear John:

OCT 30 1974

I appreciate your recent letter discussing continuity of
ATS-6 experimentation and your concern regarding a second
mission. We in NASA share your concern, both in not
wanting to disappoint the current experimenters and
certainly not wanting to contribute to any delay in
introduction of commercial services in these important
areas. To this end, let me again assure you that we are
fully prepared to lend our support to any Federal initi—
ative designed to promote early availability of a suitable
alternative.

Discussions with the Department of Defense regarding their
provision of a launch vehicle arose out of an expressed
interest by Department officials in an extensive experi—
ment program using ATS—F Prime hardware. The program of
interest would have required considerable modification
and additions to the existing hardware, although the HET
capability would have remained. Had this program materi—
alized, the seventh ATS would have continued the experi—
mental mode of its predecessors. We have just been informed,
however, that the Defense Department has elected not to go
forward with the experiment program discussed and will,
consequently, be unable to furnish a launch vehicle.

We have, therefore, begun mothballing the remaining hardware
and disbanding the residual work force. We anticipate no
further activity involving this spacecraft.

Sincerely,

4111 James C. Fletcher
Administrator





EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

NOV 1 9 1974
The Honorable Lee Metcalf
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Metcalf:

The President has asked me to respone.: to your letter of
October 11, 1974, regarding the ATS-F prime satellite.

At the outset I wish to assure you that the decision to
forego an ATS-F Prime follow-on satellite should not be
interpreted as a negative judgement of the desirability
of the educational and health care services that the
ATS-6 satellite is now providing to remote locations in
the Rocky Mo%Intain area, Appalachia and Alaska. Indeed,
the ATS-6 exyeriments have highlighted the worth of these
important services. As I will explain later in this
letter, therc• are alternative ways of meeting the near-
term experimental requireraents for such services without
relying on a NASA-funded ATS-F Prime.

You will reci.11 that the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW), in recent testimony before the Senate
Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee, expressed
reservations regarding the ATS-F Prime as a follow-on
to ATS-6. WIi1e recognizing the need for continuing the
health and education satellite applications, Mr. William
Morrill, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
stated that the capacity and geographic coverage of the
ATS-F Prime were too limited to permit expansion of the
current services, that the ATS-F Prime was an expensive
way to maintain satellite capacity for the present users,
and that a launch of the ATS-V Prime might discourage the
participation of private communications companies in pro-
viding the services.

It is important to keep in mind that the ATS-F Prime, which
involves the same basic design as the ATS-6, is only one
of several possible alternatives for continuing the devel-
opment of satellite communications for the delivery of
educational and health services to remote locations. In
NASA's recent testimony before the Senate Aeronautical
and Space Sciences Committee, Dr. Fletcher made reference





EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

NOV 1 9 1974
The Honorable Lee Metcalf
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Metcalf:

The President has asked me to respond to your letter of
October 11, 1974, regarding the ATS-F prime satellite.

At the outset I wish to assure you that the decision to
forego an ATE-F Prime follow-on satellite should not be
interpreted as a negative judgement of the desirability
of the educational and health care services that the
ATS-6 satellite is now providing to remote locations in
the Rocky Mountain area, Appalachia and Alaska. Indeed,
the ATS-6 experiments have highlighted the worth of these
important services. As I will explain later in this
letter, there are alternative ways of meeting the near-
term experimental requirements for such services without
relying on a NASA-funded ATS-F Prime.

You will recz11 that the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW), in recent testimony before the Senate
Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee, expressed
reservations regarding the ATS-F Prime as a follow-on
to ATS-6. W1-ile recognizing the need for continuing the
health and education satellite applications, Mr. William
Morrill, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
stated that the capacity and geographic coverage of the
ATS-F Prime were too limited to permit expansion of the
current services, that the ATS-F Prime was an expensive
way to maintain satellite capacity for the present users,
and that a launch of the ATS-F Prime might discourage the
participation of private communications companies in pro-
viding the services.

It is important to keep in mind that the ATS-F Prime, which
involves the same basic design as the ATS-6, is only one
of several possible alternatives for continuing the devel-
opment of satellite communications for the delivery of
educational and health services to remote locations. In
NASA's recent testimony before the Senate Aeronautical
and Space Sciences Committee, Dr. Fletcher made reference
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to several such alternat3ves, in ad
dition to the ATS-F

Prime, namely: (1) the planned return of ATS-6 in mid-

1976 following the experiment in 
India, (2) the use of

Canada's Communications Technolog
y Satellite (CTS) sched-

uled for launch in December 1975, a
nd (3) the use of

commercial satellite services tha
t would be offered by

domestic satellite companies.

If satellites and the services they f
acilitate prove to

be viable and beneficial, they shoul
d be provided on an

operational basis by the private se
ctor rather than by

Government-owned satellites which are
 experimental in de-

sign. The Federal Government, with its resp
onsibilities

for effecting the improvement of health
 and education

services, cou1d play a stimulative an
d developmental role.

In this regarC, I call your attention to
 H.R. 17406, re-

cently transmitted to the Congress, 
which would provide

authority for HEW to conduct demonstr
ations, through the

use of grants or contracts, in the use 
of nonbroadeast

communications technology (including 
sutellites) for pro-

viding health, education and other soci
al service infor-

mation to remote areas. This authorit:7 would enable the

Federal Government to assist financi
ally, health and ed-

ucation organf.zations such as the
 pres,mt users of the

ATS-6 service!; in obtaining similar 
satellite communica-

tions capability from commercial sourc'.
1s.

The objective of such a telecommunicati
ons assistance pro-

gram is two-fold. First, it would provide initial financial

incentives. 17..Irsuant to the authority
 created by H.R. 17406,

that would encourage commercial domestic
 satellite systems

to provide chunnel capacity for the del
ivery of health and

education information. These incentives, however, would be

designed in such a way that the Gov
ernment assistance would

be phased out as the venture achieve
s self-supporting status.

The second goal is to stimulate the inte
rest of the various

health and education organizations that
 might take dvantage

of the commercial satellite capability. 
In this regard, HEW

and OTP are coordinating discussions wit
h potential user

groups concerning the formation of a 
consortium of potential

users which would coordinate planning
 and serve as the cen-

tralized agent for the purchase o
f satellite capacity from

one or more commercial systems.

In closing, I wish to assure you tha
t the Administration

recognizes the unique potenti
al of satellite technology for
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providing communication links for the delivery of 
health

and education information to people living in spar
sely

populated areas of the country. We intend to continue on

a course which eventually will make this capabil
ity avail-

able on a self-sustaining, operational basis. In view of

your strong interest in the ATS-6 health and education 
com-

munication project, I an confident that you will lend your

support to this effort.

Warm personal regards,

cc:
Identical letter sent to the following:

Sincerely,

(Signe61) Roy Ti Ash .

Roy L. Ash
Director

The Honorable Frank E. Moss

The Honorable Mike Cravel

The Honorable J. Gleen Beall, JT.

The Honorable Lee Metcalf

The Honorable James L. Buckley

The Honorable Charles McC. Mathias

The Honorable Frank Church

The Honorable Bill Brock

The Honorable Floyd K. Haskell

The Honorable Hugh Scott

The Honorable Jacob K. Javits

The Honorable Gale W. McGee
The Honorable Mike Mansfield

The Honorable Ted Stevens





OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 10, 1.975

DEPLI I Y DIRECTOR

Honorable Frederick 3. Den'i-
Secretary
Department of Commerce

Washington, D.C. 20230

Dear Mr. Secretary:

New means for delivering health and educational services
have been demonstrated through the Application Technology

Satellite Program of NASA, with the nartici.oation of the

Department of Health, T;ducation and Welfare and other

Federal agencies. The Office of Telecommunications Policy,

with the Office of Management and ..3udget, HET7 and NASA

have supported a policy of encouraging the private sector

rather than the Federal Government to provide telecommunications.

services for this purpose.

A major obstacle to the commercial viability of such a service
has bees the fragmented nature of the user communities. In
an attempt to deal with this situation private users have

joined together recently to form a "Public Services Satellite
Consortium. " The purpose of this organization is to develop
a permanent basis for making high-power communication satellite
services available to public and private institutions concerned
with the delivery of health, educational and other public

services.

The present use of the ATS-6 capacity by Ve.eral agencies

such as the Veterans Administration and the Indian :ealth

Service sug,Tosts the possibility of continue& and additional
.:e,:7.eral uses. It is the:cefore aronriate to cozaine th

7osib1P benefits that might he derived fro-(1 e:panded Federal

Government us H of this type of service. There is also a need
to coordinate Federal technical and funding support which

Day be provided to non-Fecaeral users of such a service, to

e-tcourage thn evolution of a viable use: ca:cclunity.. To this

end, OTP olans to establish an interagency committee designed
to coordinate Federal activities relating to this natter.
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A meeting to discuss recent developments reg
arding the

availability of these services and the formation of the

interagency committee will be held on January 20, 1975.

I hope that you or your representative will 
be able to

attend. The meeting will be held at the OT? offices, 1800 C

c,trect, NW, Room 770, at 2 p.m. Please confirm your

attendance with my secretary, Mrs. Dolores Rossitcr
, at

395-3252.

Sincerely,

CV! ..1 1
—

hn Eger
Acting Director
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF. THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 31, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO: Russell Drew, NSF
Charles Fitzsimmons, HUD

Charles Matthews, NASA

William Morrill, HEW
John Richardson, Commerce

Robert Shamaskin, VA
Richard Velde, Justice

SUBJECT:

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Organization of an Interagency Committee

to (Jordinate New Communication Satellite

Technology Applications

On January 20, 1975, a meeting was held to review 
recent

developments concerning the domestic use of communi
cation

satellite systems and to discuss the interest of 
the

Federal Government in this area. A list of attendees at

this meeting is attached.

The technology under discussion at the meeting concer
ns the

use of relatively high power satellites in conjunction with

low-cost earth terminals. The current NASA-HEW experiments

using the ATS-6 satellite to deliver instructio
nal television

and medical information to communities in remote 
areas are

examples of applications of this technology. The success

of these experiments has generated considerable intere
st in

the creation of a commercial follow-on whereby this service

could be provided on an operational basis by the private

sector rather than through a government-owned syste
m.

Certain non-Federal entities are exploring the 
formation

of a user consortium to implement such a follow-on
 system.

Those who attended the January 20 meeting agreed 
that an

interagency committee should be established as 
a mechanism

to coordinate Federal support of this effort. This committee

would coordinate an analysis of potential Federal use
s of

a high power communication satellite service and investigate

sources of Federal technical and financial supp
ort for the

initiation of such a service. The results of this analysis

and investigation would provide the basis for the development

of a comprehensive plan that would facilitate both Federal

and private sector application of this technology.
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OTP was requested to draft a charter for the interagency

committee. Work on this charter is in progress, and the

first draft of this charter will be distributed soon for

comments.

OTP was also asked to prepare a questionnaire assessing

Federal interest and requirements in this area, a copy of

which is attached. You are requested to complete this

questionnaire on behalf of your agency. This preliminary

information will be used as a basis for a more detailed

analysis of agency requirements.

Agency responses to the questionnaire are requested by

February 14, 1975. '

Please return completed questionnaires to:

Mr. Charles C. Joyce, Jr.

Assistant Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20504

Attachment

cc: Robert Brown, VA

Matthew Dillon, VA

Wilbur Eskite, Commerce

James Holland, HEW

Albert Horley, HEW

Richard Marsten, NASA

Robert Powers, Commerce

Allen Shinn, NSF
Richard Stone, NSF

hn Eger
ting Di ector
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ATTENDEES

January 20, 1975

NASA

Charles Mathews, Associate Administrator for

Applications

Richard Marsten, Director of Communications Programs

HEW

William Morrill, Assistant Secretary for Planning and

Evaluation

James Holland, Special Assistant for Telecommunications

Albert Horley, Director, Office of Telecommunications

Policy

VA

• Robert T. Brown, Chief, Data Management Directorate

Matthew C. Dillon, Director, Communications Service

Robert Shamaskin, Deputy Director, Learning Resources

Service

COMMERCE

John Richardson, Acting Director, Office of Telecommunications

Robert Powers, Office of Telecommunications

Wilbur Eskite, National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration

HUD

Charles J. Fitzsimmons



JUSTICE

NSF

OTP

2

Richard W. Velde, Administrator, LEAA

Russell Drew, Director, Office of Science and Technology

Policy

Dick Stone

Allen Shinn

John Eger, Acting Director

Charles C. Joyce, Assistant Director

Terril J. Steichen

Tom Keller

Phillip Balazs



• QUESTIONNAIRE

Federal Government Interest in New

Communications Satellite Technology Applications

Recent experiments by HEW, VA, and NASA using the ATS-6

satellite have deomonstrated the feasibility of a n
ew communi-

cations satellite capability to enhance the provisi
on of

certain services. The experiments involved the delivery of

instructional television or televised medical informa
tion to

community receivers in rural, isolated locations ac
ross the

country. Central to the success of these experiments was

the effective use of low-cost (approximately $5,000
) ground

receiving terminals.

Many other services could also benefit from thi
s technology.

In general, services which require the simul
taneous distri-

bution of broadband information or programming 
from one or

a few central sources to a larger number of 
dispersed

receivers on a regular basis are potential 
candidates for

using this technology. Additional flexibility can be added

to such a service system by allowing receiving 
sites a

capability to record incoming signals for 
use at a later

time or by offering some locations a limited 
capability to

originate signals.

Technology is currently available to realize
 cost-effective

configurations of such service delivery sy
stems for many

applications. A number of potential non-Federal users have

organized •a consortium to aggregate their 
requirements into

a viable commercial market. There are many possible areas

for Federal agency participation. This questionnaire is a

preliminary attempt to guage Federal inte
rests and

requirements in this area.

Based upon the concept described above, we w
ould appreciate

your answers to the following questions. 
These questions

form an initial effort to explore the potential
 of this

technology for Federal applications. Your answers will not

be viewed as a commitment by your agency to
 adopt or pursue

applications of this technology in th
e areas considered.
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1. What specific studies has your agency planned or completed
which relate to internal Federal applications of the high
power communication satellite technology described in the
introduction to this questionnaire? (e.g., a study examining
the options for transmitting broadband data or video training
materials from a central office to regional offices.)

(List study title, project officer or other contact,
phone number.)

2. What specific research, development, or demonstration
programs has your agency supported or planned which have
included or will include high power communication satellite
technology? (e.g., HEW'_, education demonstrations with the
ATS-6 satellite for Appalachia, the Rocky MOuntain area,
and Alaska..)

(List title, project officer or other contact, phone
number)
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3. What specific program areas within your agency could
potentially be used to support research, development, or
demonstration programs related to high power communication
satellite technology. Such program areas might deal with
communication technology applications, information dissemi-
nation, educational programming, training, transition of
service provision from public to private sector, response
of public institutions toward applying new technology, etc.
(e.g., National Science Foundation, Program of Research
Applied to National Needs, Telecommunications area; or HEW,
National Institute of Education, Task Force on Educational
Productivity.)

(List program area, project officer or other contact,
phone number)

4. What specific studies (other than those listed above)
has your agency planned or completed which relate to the

economic or technical feasibility of using broadband communi-
cations systems (not necessarily restricted to satellites)
for information dissemination?

(List title, project officer or other contact,
phone number)
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5. What principal staff members in your agency (other than
those listed in replies to previous Questions) have or
might have a potential interest in the application of high
power communication satellite technology?

(List name, title, phone number)

6. What interagency committees or study groups do members
of your agency participate in which might have an interest
in the applications of high power communication satellite
technology? (e.g., Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee,
Federal Interagency Committee on Education, Federal Interagency
Media Committee.)
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7. This questionnaire is being distributed to representatives
of NASA, HEW, VA, Commerce, HUD, NSF, and Justice (LEAA).
Do you know of specific agencies or programs in other
departments which might have an interest in the applications
of high power communication satellite technology as described
in this questionnaire?

(List department, agency, contact (if known), phone
number)

8. What specific privately-funded studies are you aware
of which might be useful in suggesting or evaluating

applications of the communication technology discussed in

this questionnaire? (e.g., studies by the Ford Foundation,

Markle Foundation, Rand, various universities, etc.)

(List title, author, source)





February 19, 1975

Dear Governor Andrus:

Your recent letter to President Ford expressed concern that the

activities of the Office of Telecornmu.nications Policy (OTP) would
ba curtailed in the cominl fiscal year. You felt this would jeopard-
ize the continuing effort of-that Office in working with State and

reolonal entities to bring the benefits of telecommunications service
to rural areas of the United States. •

After considerin,; the role of OTP, we have determined that for

of communications policy is a role best performed in the

Executive Office. As you stated in your letter, this provides a

focal point at the highest level of the Executive Branch to coordinate
the activities of the Federal agencies that are 9.upporting the devel-

opment of telecommunications systems for health, education, and

other public service purposes. I am aware and supportive of the

efforts of OTP and other government agencies to facilitate Federal,

regional. and State cooperation in this regard, particularly the

current experimentation with communications satellites in the

Rocky Mountain West, Appalachia, aad Alaska.

These experiments have shown that communications technolo,iy
ha e the potential of reducing the cost of improving the quality of

health, educational. and other public services in sparsely settled
areas and small rural towns and cities. It is appropriate for the

Federal Government to further the partnership among States,

regional orianizations, nonprofit institutions, and private enter-
prise to bring the benefits of expanded public services, elucational
and cultural opportunities to the residents of our Nation's rural areas.

This Administration will continue to take the initiative to assure
an even more effective partnership in serving our rural citizens.
I am pleased to know you find OTP to have played an important
leaderehip role in this effort.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Shepard
A e sociate Director
Domestic Council

Honorable Cecil D. Anlrus
Covernor of Idaho
Roise, Idaho 63706
bcc: Mr. Henry Goldberg, OTP





/REMARKS OF

John Eger, Acting Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President

Before the

Public Service Satellite Consortium
Organizations Meeting

February 20, 1975

Royal Inn at the Wharf
San Diego, California
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An astute observer of human events once 
made an observa-

tion which merits repetition for this group assemb
led today.

He said: "There is nothing more difficult to take in

hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertai
n in

its success than to take the lead in the 
introduction

of a new order of things."

Indeed you face formidable tasks -- you must 
define your

needs, identify sufficient funds to establish
 an economic

base, and strike an agreement which mutually 
benefits

you and the supplier of satellite capacity. You already

have made great strides. However, if you accomplish all

these tasks, it could well result in a new 
order of things

in both satellite communications and in the 
delivery of

a whole array of instructional, medical, 
cultural and

Other public services.

I am pleased, therefore, to be here today 
to applaud your

efforts to date; to observe that in all
 things worthwhile,

seldom is the jounry fron concept to implemen
tation as

smooth or as direct as anticipated or hoped fo
r; but
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most of all, to communicate our sincere belief
 that

you are pursuing a worthy goal, a worthy idea, an id
ea

whose time has come.

hope you know, the Administration endorses th
e concept

of a consortium of users joining together to make 
vital

public services av-ilable via space technolog
y. Among

other reasons, we believe, and OTP policy s
upports the

belief, that the Federal Government should 
not compete

with the private sector in satellite service 
offerings.

Accordingly, once a technology, such as the 
NASA-

developed ATS-6, has been demonstrated 
successfully,

and once applications for that technology, such 
as the

HEW-sponsored Health/Education Telecommunic
ations

program, have been proven possible, that 
technology

should be transferred to the private secto
r. For if

the experiments have been successful, then 
it is to the

public benefit that the user incorporate
s them into his

on-going programs, and -- unburdened by 
Federal Govern-

mental constraints -- that he begins to 
chart his own

future for the provision of such vital 
services whether

by satellite or any other technology.
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About two years ago, NASA announced that once the ATS-6

experiment was completed, NASA would remove itself from

the further development of space hardware already

sufficiently refined for commercial applications. NASA

Administrator James Fletcher told a Senate Committee

last year that commercial alternatives should be con-

sidered in providi,—T a follow-on to the ATS-6 and that

the follow-on should "be considered as a potential

operational, or at least quasi-operational, vehicle as

opposed to an experimental satellite." The apparent

success of the ATS-6 has therefore brought us to this

point of public-to-private transition.

Likewise, having demonstrated that there are potentially

sound educational and health applications using satellites,

HEW made similar observations. It was noted, however,

that in the human services field, no one user could

immediately underwrite the whole costs of service.

Consequently, OTP, in conjunction with HEW, undertook an

evaluation of the feasibility of moving these experiments

into the real and operational world and of transferring

this activity from the Federal Government to the private

and non-Federal sector. We sought a mechanism by which
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this transfer could be accomplished

Your presence and show of interest here today I believe

significantly increases the likelihood that the best

mechanism is the user consortium -- for the consortium

can provide public service satellite users with needed

economies of scale, and satellite and service suppliers

with enough business, to make such an undertaking a

worthy and viable endeavor. In theory, at least, the

aggregation of enough users acting in concert to buy

commercial satellite services greatly enhance the

Possibility of a successful transfer.

In addition to the purely economic benefits of an

aggregate of users, the consortium approach is attractive

for another important reason. In an age when tele-

communications cuts across nearly every aspect of our

lives and when remote regions of our Nation are quite

properly receiving renewed attention, satellite technology

can in many instances provide health, education, social

and entertainment services to these sparsely settled

areas without greatly increased costs or use of trans-

portation or energy resources. In the long term, further
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development of such satellite applications can indeed

improve the quality of life in rural America, as well

as for other sectors of these United States.

The future is bright, for as a practical matter, we

know that an increase in the number of users in an

effort such as yourc should result in a corresponding

decrease in the distribution cost per user and in a

rise in the demand for program software translated into

public services. However, we know, another practicality

is that as the number of users increases so also does

the diversity of user needs. The problem before you

then becomes one of having to accomodate often widely

varying individual needs, and of having first to satisfy

immediate user requirements without foreclosing longer

range objectives for future development.

As I indicated earlier, this, obviously, is. no simple

undertaking. As we all know, reaping benefits of any

new technology, including satellites, ultimately turns

on the question of dollars and cents. You must therefore

meet head-on the major obstacle to satellite distribution

of social services, which is not the technology itself,
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but rather the availability of resources. Regardless

of how you characterize the task, the challenge ahead

of you must include the difficult job of setting

priorities, of sifting through important service

demands and of matching them to the limited resources

available. The challenges of course are yours. For

Government should not dictate in so sensitive an area

of private enterprise.

Understandably, however, a need exists for Federal

assistance in identifying resources and defining the

appropriate Federal role in support of your general

endeavor. In its role s coordinator for Executive

branch efforts in telecommunications, OTP has, as

reported yesterday, already met with certain other

Federal agencies to determine the level of interest they

may have in making use of satellite services and to

identify Federal resources that could be allocated to

satellite services. A large part of this Federal

effort is, of course, an attempt to eliminate dupli-

cation of efforts among potential Federal satellite

users and to maximize effective working relationships

between such groups, as yours and the Federal Government.
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To the extent practical, OTP will continue to serve

enthusiastically as a focal point for Federal policy

regarding your effort. We truly want to see you succeed

in this endeavor. And, again, I wish to assure you

of both our cooperation and assistance.

Thank you.


